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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Fix a natural number n. The partition algebra P is a Q ¤ -algebra
arising from the n-site transfer matrices of certain lattice models in
w x w xstatistical mechanics 9, 10, 13, 14 . It has a natural Z ¤ -form P , and ifZw¤ x
w xk is a Z ¤ -algebra we let P be the algebra obtained by base change to k.k
w xSuppose for a moment that k is a field of positive characteristic. In 15 it
is shown that there is an intimate connection between the algebras P fork
w xspecializations Z ¤ “ k taking ¤ into the prime subfield of k, and the
polynomial representation theory of the general linear groups. Specifically,
the knowledge of all the decomposition matrices of the P for all suchk
Ž .specializations and all n is equivalent to that of GL k for all m. Thism
w xequivalence uses a result of Erdmann 5 which shows that the latter
information is equivalent to the knowledge of the decomposition matrices
of all the symmetric groups.
In the present paper we show that if ¤ is not taken into the prime
Ž w x.subfield of k, then P is Morita equivalent see, e.g., 6, Sect. 3.15 to ak
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direct product of symmetric group algebras. More precisely, let R be the
w xring obtained from Z ¤ by inverting the elements ¤ , ¤ y 1, . . . , ¤ y 2n q 1,
and let RS be the group algebra over R of the symmetric group S ; theni i
Ž . n1.1 THEOREM. P is Morita equi¤alent to Ł RS .R is0 i
Ž .The automorphism group S of the empty set is the trivial group. This0
theorem includes the known generic structure of the partition algebra in
w x w x Ž .characteristic zero 9, 14 . As is shown in 15 , the remaining exceptional
cases in characteristic zero may be viewed as a large prime limit of the
corresponding positive characteristic cases. The present paper thus com-
pletes the pattern of connections.
We approach the proof of this theorem by an examination of certain
central idempotents in P. Quite generally, let A be a ring with identity
and J an ideal in A. The short exact sequence of A-bimodules
0 “ J “ A “ ArJ “ 0 1Ž .
splits if and only if there is an element w g A satisfying
Ž .i w ’ 1 mod J.
Ž .ii Jw s w J s 0.
If w exists it is unique and is a central idempotent in A. We call it the
Ž .splitting idempotent of the sequence 1 .
Take A s P and let J be the ideal of elements of propagating number
Ž . Ž .less than n see the end of Section 2 . The key step in the proof of 1.1 is
an inductive recipe for constructing the idempotent w splitting
0 “ J l P “ P “ P rJ l P “ 0.R R R R
There are several other reasons to be interested in our description of
P , and more specifically in the construction of w. There is a relatedR
question in the language of statistical mechanical lattice models, namely
how to characterize the kernel of the Potts representation of P fork
w xZ ¤ “ k given by ¤ “ Q g N. This is the representation which central-
Ž Q.mnizes the natural action of the symmetric group S on k }see, e.g.,Q
w x11 . Splitting idempotents play an important role in the analogous prob-
Ž . w xlem for the Temperley]Lieb subalgebra T n 16 of the partition algebra
Ž . Ž .in characteristic zero. Recall that T n centralizes the action of U slq 2
won the nth tensor power of the natural two dimensional module 8, Sect.
x r Ž . Ž9.6 , and that here the exceptional cases are q s 1 r g Q . The corre-
Ž . Ž y1 .2spondence between q and ¤ for the embedding T n : P is ¤ s q q q
w x .9 . Physical models are built using the simple modules in the fundamental
Žalcove in case r g N the so-called restricted Andrews]Baxter]Forrester
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w x. Ž . Ž .representations 1 . The splitting idempotent w of T r y 1 ; T nT Ž ry1.
rŽ .generates the kernel of the restricted algebra T n for any n, i.e.,
0 “ T n w T n “ T n “ T r n “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T Ž ry1.
is a short exact sequence, and this is an important observation for solvable
w x w xmodels 2 and Conformal Field Theory 3 . Elementary checks reveal that
the precise analogue for the partition algebra is true only for ¤ s 1, but it
remains possible that the Potts kernel is idempotently generated.
There are some further problems in the representation theory of P that
are likely to be related to our approach: find the explicit representation of
P as a direct sum of matrix algebras in characteristic zero; construct an
Ž . w xanalogue of Young's semi-normal representation SNR of S 17n
Ž w x.Andrews]Baxter]Forrester, or ABF for physicists 1 and investigate the
resultant lattice models; read off directly certain properties of the non-
Ž . w xsemisimple cases a la restricted SNR resp. ABF , as in 8, Chap. 7 ; andÁ
understand more fully the analogue of the Robinson]Schensted corre-
w xspondence 12 .
2. DEFINITIONS
If X is a finite set, E denotes the set of equivalence relations on X.X
Ž .We also view the elements of E as partitions of X and write p r for theX
number of parts of r g E . The assignment X ‹ E is the object map ofX X
a contravariant functor E: if f : X “ Y and r g E then x , x g X are inY 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .the same part of E r iff f x and f x are in the same part of r. Givenf 1 2
pairwise disjoint finite sets X, Y, Z and r g E , s g E , let ras gX j Y Y j Z
E be the equivalence relation generated by r and s. Let r ( s gX j Y j Z
E be the restriction of ras to X j Z.X j Z
Let N, NX, NY be three disjoint copies of the set of natural numbers. Let
p q
X Y
N “ N “ N be bijections. Write the image of an element x under p or q
X  4 X  X X4 Y  Y Y4by x . For n g N put n s 1, . . . , n , n s 1 , . . . , n , and n s 1 , . . . , n .
We extend the definitions of a and ( to maps a : E X = E X “nj n nj n
Ž .X Y X X X y1 y1E and ( : E = E “ E by ras s raE s and r( snj n j n nj n nj n nj n p =q
Ž .s E ras .1=q
Ž . Ž . Ž .XFor r, s g E put d r, s s p ras y p r ( s , the number of partsnj n
X Ž .of ras wholly contained in n . Fix n g N and let P be the Q ¤ -space
with basis E X . This becomes a unital associative algebra, the partitionnj n
d Ž r , s. Ž .algebra, with multiplication given by rs s ¤ r ( s see Fig. 1 . The
w x w xXZ ¤ -span of E is a Z ¤ -form of P which we write P .nj n Zw¤ x
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FIG. 1. Pictorial realisations of partitions and their product.
w y1 xWe need a certain Z ¤ -form in P which we now describe. For
Ž .Xr g E let n r be the maximum of the number of parts of r whollynj n
contained in n and the number of parts of r wholly contained in nX.
Ž . X2.1 LEMMA. For all r, s g E we ha¤enj n
n r q n s G n r ( s q d r , s . 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 XX X YProof. Take r, s g E and put t s ras g E . For I ; n, n ,nj n nj n j n
Y4  X Y4n let t be the set of parts x of t such that for i g n, n , n , x l i / 0I
iff i g I. Every part of t belongs to precisely one t . By symmetry we mayI
Ž .suppose that n r ( s is the number of parts of r ( s wholly contained in n.
Ž . < < < < Ž . < < < < Ž .X XThus n r ( s s t q t , while d r, s s t . Since t F n r it isn4 n, n 4 n 4 n4
< < < < Ž .X Xenough to show that t q t F n s .n, n 4 n 4
Consider a part x g t X . Take iX g x l nX, and let y be the part of sn, n 4
containing iX. By definition of t X we see that y : x. A similar analysisn, n 4
< < < <X X Xapplies for x g t , so t q t is at most the number of parts of sn 4 n, n 4 n 4
Xwholly contained in n , and we are done.
yn Ž x .
XFor x g E put x s ¤ x g P. By the previous lemma thenj n
y1 y1w x  < 4 w xXy1Z ¤ -submodule P F P generated by x x g E is a Z ¤ -sub-Zw¤ x nj n
w x Ž w y1 x.algebra of P. If k is a Z ¤ resp. Z ¤ -algebra we put P s k m Pk Zw¤ x Zw¤ x
Ž .y1 y1resp. P s k m P . In either case P is free over k of rankk Zw¤ x Zw¤ x k
< < w y1 xXE . If k is a Z ¤ , ¤ algebra we get the same algebra whether wenj n
Ž .y1define P via P or P . If k is a subring of Q ¤ , P is ak Zw¤ x Zw¤ x k
k-subalgebra of P.
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w xIn the spirit of Kashiwara's crystal bases 7 the quotient algebra
P y1 r¤y1P y1 captures the limiting behavior of P as ¤ “ ‘; indeedZw¤ x Zw¤ x
Ž .the first version of the proof of 1.1 used a messy limiting argument.
We now recall some notation for certain elements of P. We give
elements of E X by listing their parts. The identity element of P isnj n
 X4  X44 X1 s 1, 1 , . . . , n, n . For i, j g n define elements of E bynj n
i  X 4  4  X 4A s 1_ i , i j i , i 4  4
i , j  X 4  X 4  X X 4A s 1_ i , i , j, j j i , i , j, j . 4  4
i
XPut A s A . The symmetric group S embeds in E by identifying ai n nj n
permutation w g S with the partitionn
X X
w s 1, w 1 , . . . , n , w n . 4  4 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .This extends to an injection of algebras Q ¤ S “ P. For i F n we identifyn
S with the subgroup of S which fixes n_ i pointwise.i n
Ž . XThe propagating number pr r of r g E is the number of parts of rnj n
X Ž . Ž .which meet both n and n . Note that 0 F pr r F n and pr rs F
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Xmin pr r , pr s . Let J be the Q ¤ -subspace of P spanned by all r g E nj n
of propagating number strictly less than n, an ideal of P. If k is a subring
Ž .of Q ¤ , we set J s J l P .k k
Our construction of the splitting idempotent w mentioned in the Intro-
duction proceeds inductively, and to this end we introduce some subalge-
m Ž .bras of P. For 0 F m F n let P be the Q ¤ -subspace of P spanned by
m < XX XE [ r g E jrj ; j ) m , 4nj n nj n
Ž .clearly a Q ¤ -subalgebra of P.
Ž . w y1 x m mLet k be a subring of Q ¤ containing Z ¤ , and put P s P l P , ak k
k-subalgebra of P . We record some basic facts about this subalgebra.k
Ž . Ž . m Ž m.2.2 LEMMA. i P s J l P [ kS as k-modules.k k m
Ž . m Ž . i, jii If ¤ g k, P is generated as a k-algebra by A j F m , Ak j
Ž . m0 F i, j F n, i / j , and S . If also m ) 0, the ideal J l P is generated bym k
Am.
Ž . mq 1 m Ž .iii A P A F A P m - n .mq 1 k mq1 mq1 k
Ž . m miv Multiplication by A gi¤es an injection P “ A P .mq 1 k mq1 k
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part i is immediate from the definitions, while ii is a straight-
w xforward exercise, cf. 9, Sect. 3 .
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Ž . mq 1 mq1 mq1X XFor iii take x g E and put y s A ( x( A g E . Thennj n nj n
ytA xA s ¤ y for some t G 0. Moreover y s A yA , so it ismq 1 mq1 mq1 mq1
enough to assume x s y. Put
X X 4z s y_ m q 1 , m q 1 j m q 1, m q 1 . 4  4 4  4Ž . Ž .
yn Ž y . mq1Ž . Ž .Then n z s n y y 1, so A z s ¤ A ( y s y, and we are done.mq 1
Ž .For iv we may assume that ¤ g k. Then either side is spanned by its
intersection with E X , and it is enough to show that we can recover xnj n
from Amq 1 ( x if x g E m X . This is clear since we can recover the part ofnj n
X mq1Ž .m q 1 in x from the part of m q 1 in A ( x.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPLITTING IDEMPOTENT
Ž .In order to prove 1.1 we work first over the ring
< w xK s frg f , g g Z ¤ , g monic, deg f F deg g , 4Ž . Ž .
Ž . w y1 xa subring of Q ¤ containing Z ¤ , then deduce using the characteristic
zero structure theory of the partition algebra that the same result holds
over the ring R defined in the Introduction.
We note some facts about K. It is the intersection of the discrete
w y1 x w xy1valuation ring Z ¤ with the localization of Z ¤ at the set of all²¤ :
monic polynomials. The quotient of K by the principal ideal K¤y1 is
isomorphic to Z. An element x g K is a unit in K if and only if x ’ "1
mod K¤y1.
We now construct by induction on m G 0 the splitting idempotent w ofm
the sequence
0 “ J l P m “ P m “ KS “ 0. 3Ž .K K m
We will show further that
m
y1w ’ w 1 y A w mod ¤ P . 4Ž . Ž .Łm 0 i 0 K
is1
For m s 0 it is easy to check that
w s 1 y Ai , jŽ .Ł0
0Fi-jFn
has the required properties. Suppose that m - n and w exists satisfyingm
these conditions.
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Define C : P mq 1 “ KS as follows. We have A xA w gK m mq1 mq1 m
m mq1 Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .A P w if x g P by 2.2 iii , so by 2.2 i and the definition ofmq 1 K m K
w , we may write it as A w y for some y g KS . The element y ism mq1 m m
Ž .Ž . Ž .uniquely determined by 2.2 iv , so put C x s y. Elementary considera-
tions yield
Ž . Ž .3.1 LEMMA. i C is a left KS -map.m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . mq 1ii C x C y s C xA y for all x, y g P .mq 1 K
Ž . Ž Ž mq 1.. Ž .iii C Z P F Z KS , where Z denotes the center.K m
Ž . Ž . y13.2 LEMMA. C w ’ 1 mod ¤ KS .m m
Proof. In this proof all congruences are modulo ¤y1P . We begin withK
Ž . Ž . Ž .some preliminary calculations to establish Eqs. 5 , 6 , and 7 below.
I Ž  X4 < 4.  X4 XIf I : n put B s 1_ i, i i g I j I j I g E . Thennj n
m
< <Ij , mq1 I j mq141 y A s y1 BŽ . Ž .Ł Ý
js1 I:m
m
< <I I j i4 i , mq1s 1 y y1 B AŽ .Ý Ý
is1 I:iy1
m iy1
i , j i , mq1s 1 y 1 y A A .Ž .Ý Ý
is1 js1
If j F i F m, Ai, j commutes with A and is killed by w , givingmq 1 m
m m
j , mq1 j , mq11 y A A w s 1 y A A w . 5Ž . Ž .Ł Ýmq 1 m mq1 mž /js1 js1
If m G i / j, A commutes with A j, mq1A and is killed by w . On thei mq1 m
j, mq1 y2 Ž  X4  Žother hand, A A A s ¤ x, where x s 1_ j, j , m q 1, m qj mq1
.X44.  X44 Ž . j, mq11 j m q 1, j . Since n x s y1, A A A ’ 0. Thusj mq1
m
j , mq1 j , mq11 y A A A w ’ A A w . 6Ž . Ž .Ł i mq1 m mq1 m
is1
We have
A w A w s A 1 y Ai , mq1 A wŽ .Łmq 1 0 mq1 m mq1 mq1 m
i/mq1
< <I I j mq14s y1 A B A w .Ž .Ý mq 1 mq1 m
 4I:n_ mq1
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Any subset I of size at least two produces a term killed by w , so we arem
Ž i, mq1 . m i, mq1left with A y Ý A A A w . Now A A Amq 1 i/ mq1 mq1 mq1 mq1 mq1
s ¤y1A ’ 0, givingmq 1
A w A w ’ A w . 7Ž .mq 1 0 mq1 m mq1 m
We are now ready to prove the lemma. By assumption
m
A w A w ’ A w 1 y A w A w .Ž .Łmq 1 m mq1 m mq1 0 i 0 mq1 m
is1
Ž j, l.Most of the factors 1 y A in the second w commute out to one side0
or the other and are absorbed by the first w or by w . We are left with0 m
m Ž j, mq1. Ž .Ł 1 y A . Thus by 5 we havejs1
m m
j , mq1A w 1 y A 1 y A A w ,Ž .Ł Ýmq 1 0 i mq1 mž /is1 js1
Ž .which by 6 is congruent to
m
j , mq1A w 1 y A A w .Ýmq 1 0 mq1 mž /
js1
Now w A j, mq1 s 0, so we are left with A w A w , which is congru-0 mq1 0 mq1 m
Ž .ent to A w by 7 . This establishes the result.mq 1 m
Ž . Ž .3.3 COROLLARY. C w is in¤ertible in KS .m m
Ž .Proof. It is enough to show that multiplication by C w is an invert-m
ible K-linear endomorphism of KS , i.e., that its determinant is invertiblem
in K. This follows because by the lemma, the determinant is congruent to
y11 modulo ¤ K, and any such element is a unit in K.
Now define
y1 mq1w s w 1 y C w A w g P . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .mq 1 m m mq1 m K
This is the sought-after splitting idempotent. It is clearly congruent to 1
mq 1 Ž .modulo J l P and satisfies 4 , so it remains to show that wK mq1
mq 1 Žannihilates J l P on either side. Note that w is automatically them
Ž .splitting idempotent for the sequence corresponding to 3 for any subring
Ž . .of Q ¤ containing K. We certainly have
y1A w s A w y C w A w A w s 0 9Ž . Ž .mq 1 mq1 mq1 m m mq1 m mq1 m
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Ž .Ž . mq 1 Ž .by definition of C. By 2.2 ii the ideal J l P is spanned over Q ¤ by
elements of the form x s x A x A ??? A x with the x g P m0 mq1 1 mq1 mq1 r i
Ž . Ž .Ž .and r G 1. We have x w s y for some y g Q ¤ S . By 3.1 iii appliedr m m
to w , y commutes with w , so xw s x A ??? A w y s 0m mq1 mq1 0 mq1 mq1 mq1
Ž . mq 1by 9 . Similarly, w annihilates J l P .mq 1
Ž .3.4 LEMMA. We ha¤e w g P . It is the splitting idempotent for then R
sequence
0 “ J “ P “ RS “ 0. 10Ž .R R n
Proof. It suffices to prove the first statement. Write
w s fy1 g xÝn x
XxgE nj n
w xwith f , g g Z ¤ and f of least possible degree. By definition of K wex
w x Ž .a imay choose f to be monic, and hence factor it in C ¤ as f s Ł ¤ y ai i
 4with a g C and a G 1. We must show that all a g 0, . . . , 2n y 1 .i i i
Suppose for a contradiction that this fails for some i. Put y s fw g P ;n Zw¤ x
then y2 s fy. Let P denote the algebra obtained from P by baseC Zw¤ x
Ž .change along Z ¤ “ C, ¤ ‹ a , and consider the image of y in P . This isi C
Ž . 2non-zero by the minimality of deg f , while y s fy s 0. Thus y becomes
a non-zero central nilpotent in P , so P is not semisimple. This contra-C C
dicts the structure theorem for the partition algebra in characteristic zero
w x14 .
Ž .3.5 Proof of the Theorem. Write P for the partition algebra withny1, R
n replaced by n y 1 and note that the map P “ A P A given byny1, R n n, R n
y1Ž  4  X44. Ž .x ‹ ¤ x j n , n is an isomorphism of algebras. Given that 10
splits, the theorem will follow by induction on n if we show that the
Ž . Ž .subalgebra J s 1 y w P 1 y w is Morita equivalent to P . ThisR n R n ny1, R
follows since the equality J s P A P implies that the right P -modulesR R n R R
Ž . ŽA P and 1 y w P have the same indecomposable components up ton R n R
. w Ž .xmultiplicity }see, for example, 4, Sect. 6.5. Ex. 5 .
4. EXAMPLES
Ž .Using the construction in Eq. 8 the idempotents for small n are
accessible to direction calculation. These concrete results are of use in
testing conjectures on the general form of the idempotents, the character-
istic p ) 0 representation theory, and so forth. We record them here in
this spirit. Their efficient calculation requires some subtlety, but we omit
all details for the sake of brevity.
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Ž . n4.1 In this section n will vary, and we write w for w to make explicitm m
n Ž n .the dependence on n. We write g for the element C w used in them m
n Ž .construction of w . Then putting u s ¤ y n y 1mq 1
A1w n A1w n s uA1w n0 0 0
so
g n s u1
and hence
A1
n n nw s w 1 y w1 0 0ž /u
and so finally
A1
1w s 1 y .1 ¤
Similarly we get
g n s u y uy12
and hence for n s 2
A1 ¤ y 1 A2 A1Ž .
2 2 2 2 2w s w 1 y w 1 y w 1 y w .2 0 0 0 0ž / ž /ž /¤ y 1 ¤ ¤ y 2 ¤ y 1Ž .
Note that we can always recover w n from w m by replacing each ¤ bym m
Ž . m n¤ y n y m , and each w by w .0 0
For n s 3 we have
A1 ¤ y 2 A2 A1Ž .
3 3 3 3 3w s w 1 y w 1 y w 1 y w3 0 0 0 0ž / ž /ž /¤ y 2 ¤ y 1 ¤ y 3 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
2 3¤ y 2 ¤ y 2 y 3 1 q 2 12 AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /
? 1 yž /¤ ¤ y 1 ¤ y 3 ¤ y 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
A1 ¤ y 2 A2 A1Ž .
3 3 3 3? w 1 y w 1 y w 1 y w ,0 0 0 0ž / ž /ž /¤ y 2 ¤ y 1 ¤ y 3 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
Ž .where 12 g S is cycle notation.2
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More generally,
22 3u y 1 u 12 u y 3u y 2 12Ž . Ž . Ž .
ng s y y1 y s3 2 2ž /u uu y 1 u y 1
and then
u3 y 3u y 2 12Ž . Ž .
ng s4 2u y 1
u3 y 3u q 2 12 uŽ . Ž .
y y1 y 13 q 23Ž . Ž .Ž .22 2 ž u y 1u y 1 u y 4Ž . Ž .
21
y 123 q 132Ž . Ž .Ž .2 /u y 1
u5 y 8u3 q 13 y 2 u2 y 1 12 q 23 q 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
y3u 123 q 132Ž . Ž .Ž .
s .2 2u y 1 u y 4Ž . Ž .
Consequently
u6 y 11u4 q 22u2 y 6 1 q 2 u2 y 4 12 q 23 q 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2q3 1 q u 123 q 132Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y1ng s .Ž .4 2 22 2 2u u y 9 u y 4 u y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xIt is useful in making comparisons with the ordinary structure theorem 10
Ž .to note that if x x denotes the usual l & m y 1 irreducible character ofl
x g S then the ``character components'' of this expression simplifymy 1
pleasingly:
1y1nx g sŽ .Ž .Ž3. 4 2y3 q u y1 q u 1 q u 2 q uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1y1n
3x g sŽ .Ž .Ž1 . 4 2y2 q u y1 q u 1 q u 3 q uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1y1nx g s .Ž .Ž .Ž2, 1. 4 2 2y2 q u u 2 q uŽ . Ž .
Ž .4.2 Comparison with the Ordinary Structure Theorem. In this subsec-
tion we take k to be a field of characteristic zero and write Q for the
image of ¤ in k. We assume some familiarity with the ordinary representa-
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w xtion theory of the partition algebra 10 . Being a quasi-hereditary algebra
Ž .P comes equipped with standard or Weyl modules. Recall or observen, k
Ž .from 1.1 that the simple P -modules are naturally indexed by then, k
Ž .partitions in the number-theoretic sense of the integers 0, 1, . . . , n. Write
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .L m resp. D m for the simple resp. standard module indexed by the
m.
The idempotent w n decomposes into a sum of primitive central idempo-n
tents indexed by the partitions of n. The component corresponding to
l & n is w n s w ne , where e is the image of the primitive centrall n l l
idempotent in kS associated to l.n
The fact that P is semisimple unless Q s 0 is clearly recorded in w1.1, k 1
The idempotent w 2 may be expanded with respect to the basis E X as2 nj n
v v
2w s2 v v
¤ y 1 1Ž . v v v v v v v v
y q y q
v v v v v v v vž / ž /¤ ¤ y 2 ¤ ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
1 ¤v v v v v v v v v v
q q q q y
vvv v v v v v v vž /¤ y 2 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
1 v v v v v v v v
q y y q ,
v v v v v v v vž /¤ y 1 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
where we have used the same schematic form as in Fig. 1 of Section 2,
omitting the labels on the vertices. The elements on each row of this
equation have the same propagating number; for example, the middle two
rows contain partitions of propagating number one. We see directly from
this formula that w 2 is well-defined for any Q except 0, 1, 2.2
Recall that for given Q the representation theory is essentially deter-
mined by the set of maps of the form
L l ¤ D m , l & n , m & m - n. 11Ž . Ž . Ž .
For given l there is at most one such m. If the denominators appearing in
w n do not vanish at ¤ s Q there is a corresponding idempotent in Pl n, k
splitting
0 “ Ann L l “ P “ P rAnn L l “ 0.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n , k n , k
Ž .Thus no map of the form 11 is possible for this particular l. Equivalently
Ž . n Žif there is a map of the form 11 , w blows up at ¤ s Q i.e., al
.denominator vanishes . In this case, if m is the largest propagating number
among the elements with diverging coefficients, then m & m.
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Returning to the case n s 2 we find
1 1v v v v v v v v v v v v
2w s q y q q qŽ2. v v v v v v v v v v v vž /ž /2 ¤ y 2
1 ¤v v v v v v v v v v
q q q q y
vvv v v v v v v vž /¤ y 2 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
1 v v v v v v v v
q y y q
v v v v v v v vž /¤ y 1 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
1 1v v v v v v v v v v v v
2
2w s y y q y y .Ž1 . v v v v v v v v v v v vž /ž /2 ¤
Thus for example when Q s 1 it is the propagating number zero elements
2 Ž .which blow up in w signifying the occurrence of L 2 as a submodule ofŽ2.
Ž . Ž .D 0 . When Q s 0, 2 it is D 1 which develops a submodule, and the
2 Ž 2 . Ž .decomposition of w gives an inclusion L 1 ¤ D 1 for Q s 0 and2
Ž . Ž .L 2 ¤ D 1 for Q s 2. These are the only pairs satisfying 11 when n s 2.
To complete the picture for n s 2, the splitting idempotents correspond-
Ž . Ž .ing to the simple modules L 1 and L 0 can be calculated using the
propagating number filtration to be
¤ y 1 1Ž . v v v v v v v v
2w s q q qŽ1. v v v v v v v vž / ž /¤ ¤ y 2 ¤ ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
1 ¤v v v v v v v v v v
y q q q q
vvv v v v v v v vž /¤ y 2 ¤ y 2Ž . Ž .
1 v v v v v v v v
y ¤ y2 y2 q2
v v v v v v v vž /¤ ¤ y 2Ž .
1 v v v v v v v v
2w s ¤ y y q .Ž0. v v v v v v v vž /¤ ¤ y 1Ž .
The corresponding calculations for n s 2 are tractable using the same
naive methods; a general analysis would probably require new theoretical
input.
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